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Abstract

Technologies based in machine learning and artificial technology play a growing role in

modern societies, altering existing social dynamics or even introducing new modes of

interpersonal interaction. Those changes become relevant for legal philosophy as they

transform social relations that are regulated by law or the ways in which legal systems

function, for instance through the automation of tasks currently performed by judges,

lawyers, and other legal actors. But, at the same time that artificial intelligence can present

legal philosophy with new questions, it can also enable new approaches for the study of

complex social relations and their impacts in legal philosophy. In this paper, I propose

questions and approaches to enable a dialogue between legal philosophy and artificial

intelligence research that can be fruitful for both fields and for the social roles played by law.
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1 Introduction

What can legal philosophy tell us about artificial intelligence? At first, we might think that

there is no reason to establish a dialogue between those fields, as they are concerned with

very different objects. On one side, we have legal philosophy as a field concerned with the

philosophical questions related to law,1 a complex creation of human societies.2 On the other, we

have a multidisciplinary field that, despite its connection with philosophy from an early moment

in its history (TURING, 1950), concerns itself not with a social system, but with computer systems

that are able to take adequate decisions in concrete situations (RUSSELL; NORVIG, 2010, p. 30).

Those computer systems, however, become legally relevant when autonomous cars (LOPES;

ROBERTO, 2018), personal digital assistants, and court decision classifiers (OLIVEIRA; WASSER-

MANN, 2017), among other artificial intelligence-based solutions, gain traction in society. That,

in turn, makes intelligent systems relevant not only for understanding social relations covered by

law but also for the functioning of a legal system, through the automation of mechanical tasks

— e.g., the generation of standardized legal documents —, or, in the future, tasks with heavier

cognitive demands, such as innovation in legal arguments.

In this paper, I claim that legal philosophy scholars should dedicate more attention to the

developments in artificial intelligence (AI). After a brief discussion about the goals that lead to a

broader adoption of AI in society, I discuss two versions of my thesis. The weaker version is

that artificial intelligence may lead to methodological changes in philosophy of law, as it allows

for an expansion of the scope of philosophical investigation. In this case, adopting AI-based

approaches would not be mandatory, which makes this claim weaker than the next one: that

artificial intelligence will transform subject matters that are relevant for legal philosophy, as the

properties of intelligent systems become relevant elements for the design and application of legal

norms, processes that could themselves be automated.

Those possibilities increase the importance of understanding the legal impacts of artificial
1 It is not my intent here to delineate the proper subject matter of legal philosophy; therefore, I adopt a broad

view that encompasses both investigations on the nature of law and philosophical questions that are specific to
individual branches of a legal system, among other possible applications of philosophical methods or subjects to
legal discussions.

2 As Marmor (2012, p. xix) points out: “Law is one of the most complex, intricate and sophisticated creations of
human societies”. Even if one does not fully accept the idea of law as an artifact created by conscious design,
modern legal systems can still be seen as a form of tradition (PRIEL, 2018) that also involves creative, albeit
diffuse, processes.
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intelligence, be it as a means to curtail excesses, as a possibility for leveraging the transformative

potential of those technologies, or as a purely descriptive account of legal change. Once the

relevance of approaching artificial intelligence is established, I finish with some suggestions

that should enable legal philosophers, acting either alone or within multidisciplinary teams, to

approach the AI-related themes that are relevant to their research topics.

2 Artificial intelligence and law

Before we approach the discussion on artificial intelligence, we must understand how that

term is used. A possible definition — present both in popular imagination and in academic

approaches such as Turing (1950), one of the founding moments of AI as a discipline— is that

the goal of artificial intelligence is constructing computer systems that can replicate human

thought or behavior.

That vision about artificial intelligence is reflected on many of the current debates on

the subject, such as the attempts of maintaining human control over systems that have an

intelligence that goes beyond human capabilities (TRAZZI; YAMPOLSKIY, 2018), or the proposals

for attributing legal rights and obligations to robots (BRYSON; DIAMANTIS; GRANT, 2017).

However, this mimetic intent does not manifest itself in many of the technologies currently

associated to artificial intelligence. Instead, developers working on systems such as autonomous

cars and translation systems (RUSSELL; NORVIG, 2010, p. 28–29) consider that their goal is to

create systems that solve a given problem, even if the solution is not obtained through a model

of how a human would solve it. For the purposes of this discussion, I shall consider artificial

intelligence as a field that seeks the construction of rational agents, that is, computer systems

that act in a rational fashion towards achieving a goal (RUSSELL; NORVIG, 2010, p. 5).

For those agents, rationality should be understood in an instrumental sense, as it is geared

towards enabling the AI to produce the best expected result for an action under concrete circum-

stances, that might involve uncertainties or limitations to the agent’s computational capabilities

(RUSSELL; NORVIG, 2010, p. 4–5). As an example, an autonomous car has access to information

about its passenger’s destination, its surroundings — through sensors — and local traffic, and

those — and other — data points will be used for determining the best path towards that desti-
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nation, considering side constraints such as traffic laws. Since the system can act in ways that

directly or indirectly affect the rights or legitimate interests of natural or legal persons — for

instance, if the aforementioned car runs over somebody (LOPES; ROBERTO, 2018) —, the use of

artificial intelligence can appear as a factor in the application of existing legal norms, a situation

that leads to concerns about the regulation of intelligent systems.

This regulatory perspective, that Maranhão (2017b) calls AI Law, is complemented by

the possibility of applying intelligent systems to legal domains. One such use can be seen in

originalist readings of the US Constitution that make use of natural language processing tools

(STRANG, 2016). Since some contemporary versions of originalism draw their justification

from the original conventional meaning of the constitutional text (STRANG, 2016, p. 1197),

operationalizing such perspectives require adequate means for the accurate identification of that

meaning, and supporters of computationally-aided originalism have processed corpora made of

texts that are contemporary to the Constitution (STRANG, 2016, p. 1210) in search of then-current

meanings for words and expressions that are relevant for juridical questions.

Besides natural language processing, other possibilities include the use of machine learning

techniques for attempted prediction of judicial decisions, in a contemporary reading of the

Prediction Theory of Law espoused by Oliver Wendell Holmes (FELIN et al., 2017), or automated

identification of arguments used in judicial documents (MARANHÃO, 2017b). In the next section,

I present a longer discussion of a computational application that might be useful for legal

philosophers: the simulation of legal phenomena.

2.1 Simulation as a tool for legal philosophy

The precise definition of what is a computer simulation is still open to debate within the

philosophy of science (SAAM, 2017, p. 293–294), but, from an operational perspectiive, we can

treat a simulation as a computer system that represents the behavior of a target system over time

(HUMPHREYS, 2004, p. 110). In engineering and natural sciences, simulations are used for the

indirect analysis of a target system through a computational model of that system (WEISBERG,

2012, p. 173), and that use, in turn, has inspired the use of simulations in social sciences such as

economics (GILBERT; TROITZSCH, 2005).
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Uses of simulation in social sciences can provide support to arguments within legal philoso-

phy, in the same way that such arguments could draw from other results from those sciences.

There is, however, a more direct relation: simulations can act as a particular form of a thought ex-

periment (SAAM, 2017), a technique that is already adopted both in analytic political philosophy

(BROWNLEE; STEMPLOWSKA, 2017) and legal theory — for example, in Holmes (1997)’s “bad

man” argument presented as part of the justification for his Prediction Theory of Law.

A thought experiment3 is a narrative of an exceptional case within a theory, (GENDLER, 2000,

p. xi), from which it is possible to identify contradictions or non-intuitive consequences that

result from the theoretical starting point, among other uses (BROWNLEE; STEMPLOWSKA, 2017,

p. 21). A legal philosopher that considers thought experiments as a valid approach could also

benefit from computer simulations, as those can be understood as a particular kind of formalized

thought experiment (SAAM, 2017, p. 297). In that case, though, why adopt computer simulations,

if their adequate use requires a familiarity with computer techniques that are not a part of the

usual toolset of a philosopher interested in legal questions?

The first potential advantage of simulations lies in the scale of the possible models. Thought

experiments, as their name suggests, are highly dependent on the operations that can be per-

formed by a human brain, and computer simulations can act as a tool for extending such limits,

in the sense affirmed by Humphreys (2004, p. 3–8). For instance, a classic result in the neuro-

scientific literature is that human beings can track around 7 objects at the same time (TRAZZI;

YAMPOLSKIY, 2018), but an agent-based model might have dozens of agents — or even more,

as is the case in applications like massively multiplayer online games —, interacting at the same

time, something that might be useful for studies about tolerance in diverse societies such as the

one proposed by Muldoon, Borgida, and Cuffaro (2012). Along the same lines, a simulation —

as exemplified by computer games such as Civilization — can be used to represent events that

happen over centuries or even larger time intervals through a fictional timespan that is both more

understandable and faster for the outside observer than the represented period, something that

can facilitate the investigation of long-term effects of actions or states of affairs.

Furthermore, simulations can also be useful for examining the premises and intuitions

involved in the simulated theory, allowing for their substitution or removal. Tinkering with the
3 From the German Gedankenexperiment, coined by Ernst Mach (1838–1916) (SORENSEN, 1992, p. 51).
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simulation in that way could be used to test whether a proposed explanation has the reach that

it claims to have or, as claimed by critiques of analytic approaches to law (MONTEIRO BRITO

JÚNIOR, 2018), it is based in culturally rooted intuitions that are not, in fact, generalizable.

The construction of computer simulations can be a lengthy and complex process, something

that restricts their utility in most of the scenarios in which thought experiments are deployed.

However, the advantages above might make simulations useful for philosophers interested in

problems that cannot be adequately portrayed within the constraints of a thought experiment,

such as the study of theories of justice in very diverse societies (MULDOON, 2016).

3 Artificial intelligence and legal relations

As an auxiliary research tool, AI plays an instrumental role that is not dissimilar to the one

played by disciplines such as economics or sociology when deployed in support of metalegal

arguments. Research from those fields can facilitate a legal philosopher’s work or suggest new

avenues for investigation, but are not in principle essential for the philosophy of law. Still,

another interface between law and AI may be more difficult to downplay: artificial intelligence

considered as the object of legal relations, seen, as an example, in the debate on robotic legal

personality raised in 2017 by the European Parliament (BRYSON; DIAMANTIS; GRANT, 2017).

Considering that the concept of legal personality is detached from the idea of Homo sapiens

— something that can be seen, for example, in corporate legal personality. Some authors, such as

Castro Júnior (2009) from a Brazilian perspective, claim that robots — intelligent systems which

are programmable, have flexibility to interact with an external environment and the mechanical

capabilities for interacting with that environment — could, in the future, be recognized as having

legal rights and obligations of their own.

That idea has been critiqued based on its incompatibility with existing regulations, but, for

the purposes of this article, we shall concentrate on the conceptual objections raised against the

possibility of robotic legal personality. A first problem was pointed out by Nevejans (2016): even

if legislative and judicial technique could solve the technical issues raised by the creation of

robotic legal personality, that course of action might still lead to socially undesirable results,

as many of the critical cases of use in which robots are used — such as toxic waste clearance
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or continuous factory production — lead robots to have a reduced lifespan, which would, in

turn, deny something that is usually seen as a basic right: the continuity of existence of one’s

personality (NEVEJANS, 2016, p. 15).

A more limited attribution of rights, despite being technically possible (BRYSON; DIAMAN-

TIS; GRANT, 2017, p. 281), could still be troublesome. Unless robots can one day become fully

autonomous,4 attributing rights or obligations to them might be a more or less thinly disguised

attempt to mask legal liabilities that would otherwise be held by the intelligent system’s con-

trollers (BRYSON; DIAMANTIS; GRANT, 2017, p. 285–287): if the property rights to a house are

held by a (heteronomous) robot, the actual exercise of those rights will happen according not

to the will of the rightsholder, but to the will of a human controller that is potentially insulated

from many of the legal answers to inadequate use of those rights.5 Therefore, even a restrictive

attribution of rights to heteronomous robots would be just a legal fiction, which might or not be

socially interesting.

A fictitious recognition of some sort of rights to robots could, at least in theory, become

acceptable if it protects interests that are accepted within a legal system. For instance, a society

could consider any harms coming from the legal personality of robots as an acceptable cost to

foster technological development by reducing the risks to which a developer is exposed while

creating new technologies. Still, Bryson, Diamantis, and Grant (2017, p. 288) hold that the

difficulties involved in operationalizing that sort of personality may lead to scenarios in which

natural persons harmed by a robot have no adequate means for seeking reparation through legal

means; as a consequence, the acceptance of legal personality for robots would then lead to a

weaker protection of the legal rights and interests of the persons already recognized by a legal

system, especially those in more economically vulnerable positions.

Identifying the pros and cons of robots’ legal personhood will depend not only on the

technical capabilities of those systems, but also on the institutional and social arrangements in

which they operate. In this scenario, legal philosophers can contribute with the reevaluation of
4 The possibility of this ever happening depends not only on technological breakthroughs, but also on whether the

idea of self-government contained in the concept of personal autonomy (BUSS; WESTLUND, 2018) can ever
be realized in computer systems that are heavily influenced by external programming, perhaps as some sort of
emergent behavior.

5 Antidotes could be proposed as means to mitigate this effect, with results similar to how “piercing the veil”
decisions relativize the separation between corporate personhood and shareholder rights and liabilities.
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the legal concepts that occupy a central place in this debate — something that will demand a

dialogue not only with artificial intelligence scholars, but also with other philosophical fields,

such as ethics —, clarifying whether there are valid grounds for some sort of robotic personality

and, if so, on what grounds an eventual attribution of rights and duties could be founded.

3.1 Binding intelligent agents to legal norms

Another dimension of the debate on the legal personality of robots is connected to the

normativity of law: how can we understand the idea that a legal norm imposes an obligation

(MARMOR, 2012, p. 11) to a robot? As a first attempt to answer that question, we could consider

that a robot obeys a norm as a necessary consequence of its programming. If that is the case,

obedience automatically follows from design, rather than being a result of any judgment — legal,

moral, or otherwise. The robot’s obligation could, then, be described as a fact that stems from its

design, and eventual non-compliance would be a result of programming issues.

The widespread6 notion that the behavior of robots is bound by hard-coded norms in their

programming can be appealing, in part due to its simplicity, but it is insufficient to describe why

an intelligent agent complies — or not — to a legal norm. Intelligent agents, as the definition in

Section 2 highlights, are built to take rational decisions towards their goal, but it is possible that,

in a practical scenario, the norms that bind an agent lead to conflicting duties. For instance, an

autonomous car should have among its commands a directive for protecting its passenger; but, in

a situation in which the only way to avoid running over a child is to force a collision that has a

non-negligible probability of killing the car’s passenger, this directive conflicts with the legal

obligation of preserving the passer-by’s life.

Recognizing the possibility of normative conflicts, modern approaches to the construction

of intelligent agents (ELSENBROICH; GILBERT, 2013, p. 72) implement defeasible rule sets,

in which the application of a rule R1 is contingent not only on the absence of exceptions that

can be described as a part of its antecedent, but also, to use Schauer (1998, p. 232) felicitous
6 Isaac Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics are well-known among AI researchers and the more general public, and

have had practical impact in many proposed regulations of artificial intelligence. However, as Nevejans (2016,
p. 12–13) points out, those rules not only are deliberately vague — so as to introduce interesting plot devices —,
but are destined to the robots themselves, offering little more than the sketch of a framework if one is concerned,
as I am in this paper, with how humans create and use intelligent systems.
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wording, on the “‘non-occurrence of conditions specifiable in advance neither by particular nor

by type”. If the rule set that guides an intelligent agent includes defeasible norms, that agent

will, then, need to evaluate its circumstances to identify whether it should comply or not to a

legal norm that it knows, and, in this specific sense, saying that an intelligent system S is under a

legal obligation to φ under circumstances C is not essentially different than saying that a human

would recognize an obligation under the same circumstances.

There are, however, at least two senses in which subjecting intelligent systems to norms can

raise new questions about the kind of conduct guidance that those norms offer. First, there is the

matter of the role of coercion in law. Modern accounts of coercion, such as the one presente by

(EDMUNDSON, 2012, p. 464), treat it as a phenomenon that involves the wills of at least two

persons. Yet, at least in the current technological horizon, intelligent systems lack a meaningful

inner life, and, as a consequence, cannot have a will of their own that could be targeted by

coercion.7 An account of the law that attributes a central role to coercion might, then, face some

difficulties in explaining how intelligent systems can be bound by laws.

That does not mean that such systems are entirely impervious to the legal consequences of

their acts, as legal sanctions can affect them in ways other than the impossible psychological

intimidation. A robot designed for making a profit from financial operations, for instance, may

receive a fine if it acts in unsanctioned ways; since this effect, as many other possible results of

legal sanction, can be quantified, the robot can then recognize that its initial actions were legally

unacceptable and adjust its behavior accordingly, thereby reducing the losses caused by fines.

Therefore, it is not impossible to design legal effects that can lead intelligent agents to change

their behavior, and legal philosophers can be useful in understanding possible effects and tools,

as well as extending the idea of coercion beyond its current anthropocentric foundations.

An intelligent agent can, by evaluating the possible effects of obeying or violating a legal

norm, adjust its behavir to comply to the rules to which it is subject.8 A computational treat-
7 On the other hand, the use of robots and other intelligent systems as tools for coercion is a question not for the

near future but for current discussions, as artificial intelligence has been used — or proposed — in applications
that involve not only data processing and pattern matching for police operations, but in the direct exercise of
force through fully or partially automated weapon systems, as discussed by Chamayou (2015, Part V).

8 The impact of external effects is clearer in the evaluation of primary rules, that is, norms that prescribe
the realization — or not — of certain behaviors (NINO, 2010, p. 105). Evaluations of impact might be more
complicated for secondary rules, which have as an object not behaviors but primary rules; disobeying a secondary
rule does not lead to a sanction, but to the invalidity of the norm produced in disagreement with it. Even so, the
effects of a secondary norm might be represented in a way that allows the agent to incorporate the expected
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ment of legal principles might, however, be more difficult. In Dworkin’s classical formulation,

principles are norms that, unlike rules, are not applied on an all-or-nothing approach (ÁVILA,

2016, p. 56), in which a collision between two rules is solved by discarding one of them. Instead,

principles contain grounds for a decision, but the actual content of that decision will be deter-

mined through conjugation of those grounds with those provided by other principles (ÁVILA,

2016, p. 57).

Applying principles requires, thus, an agent capable of evaluating those grounds and combin-

ing them through logical operations. If the valuation of those principles necessarily requires a

moral decision, as sustained by Dworkin (MARANHÃO, 2012, p. 57), then intelligent systems —

their formal quality notwithstanding — will not be able to adequately handle legal principles.

On the other hand, if the conjugation of principles can be done through formal logic operations

— such as abductive deduction (MARANHÃO, 2012, p. 135–141) —, it might be possible, at least

in principle, to build formal logic representations of legal principles (PASSOS, 2016, p. 65–66),

which can then be used as a starting ground for logical architectures (MARANHÃO, 2017a) that

provide an acceptable representation of legal interpretation. In that context, philosophers of

law should examine the criteria that might make the interpretation of principles by legal agents

possible or not, and, if so, help in the design of the formal mechanisms that could be implemented

as part of intelligent systems.

3.2 AI and the application of legal norms

Intelligent agents might be not only the subject of laws and regulation, but act directly in the

production and application of legal norms. As an example, we have smart contract tools, used

for the automated management and execution of legal contracts. Those systems are currently

limited to procedural instructions, but the deployment of artificial intelligent techniques might

allow them to actively identify the positions of parties to contracts of increasing complexity

(MARANHÃO, 2017b), enabling automated identification of the obligations to which all of the

involved are subject.

Successes in private sector contract automation could act as a stimulus for the use of computer

effect of that sort of norm to its decision-making processes; for example, by setting a very negative utility to the
non-acceptance of a proposed norm.
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approaches to legal tasks within the government. In a first moment, it becomes possible to, as

mentioned in Section 1, automate operational tasks such as legal document classification and the

search for relevant jurisprudence, but the refinement of artificial intelligent techniques might lead

to proposals for the automation of tasks that are more directly connected to the core functions of

a legal system.

A first possibility would be the use of intelligent systems as a replacement for humans in

roles such as lawyers or jurors. Brennan-Marquez and Henderson (2018, p. 10–12, 19–24) show

that many of the arguments against the adoption of machines as jurors in criminal cases are

circumstantial to the current technological state of art. In particular, critiques that dismiss AI

jurors due to the possibility of algorithmic biases in decision-making might soon be inapplicable,

as advancements in explainable artificial intelligence can allow the construction of machines that

not only can show the rationale for their decisions, but also avoid some of the biases shown by

human decision-makers.

If machines ever become capable of avoiding the biases common in human judgment,9 that

might be used as an argument for removing humans from legal decision processes altogether.

Beyond the legal objections that such an idea might face,10 Brennan-Marquez and Henderson

(2018, p. 12–19) raise another line of criticism: since, in a democracy, somebody who applies

a norm cannot, in principle, be beyond its reach, the adoption of robot jurors would only be

democratically legitimate if machines could also be defendants, as the possibility of role-reversal

would allow the automated systems to properly consider the internal perspective of judgment.11

Judicial automation might lead not just to bias reduction, but to a cheaper and faster func-

tioning of a legal system. The financial and human economies might, then, lead to new forms of

regulating human behavior, such as the “micro-directives” that Casey and Niblett (2016) identify

as the future of law. Such directives would indicate, in real time, what is the expected behavior

of an individual in a concrete situation. Furthermore, they would be self-executing, as the same

system that generated a hyper-individualized norm will have the necessary information to judge
9 Regarding the biases shown by human jurors, see, e.g., Sundquist (2018).
10 For instance, Article 20 of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) currently restricts

the lawful scope of automated decision-making, and establishes the possibility of human intervention in that sort
of decision.

11 The possibility of sanctioning robots, as discussed in Subsection 3.1 would be necessary, but not sufficient,
for role reversibility, as it might rely on a purely external perspective of the effects of a sanction that does not
properly consider the possible psychological effects that sentencing might produce on a human defendant.
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whether the issued command was violated and whether there are any grounds for excluding

liability.

Although that scenario is still far from the state of the art in artificial intelligence, the

technological advances in such a direction lead to questions regarding the validity and legitimity

of micro-directives: to what extent can a person be bound by norms created in a specific and

instantaneous fashion? What can be the valid bases, if any, for the creation of hyper-individualized

norms? Can self-executable norms be made compatible with procedural guarantees present in

the main legal traditions, such as the right to appeal? The possibility of automating the workings

of a legal system, therefore, can lead to metalegal questions that are relevant both in the short

and in the long run.

4 Impacts of AI in legal philosophy

The adoption of intelligent systems, as discussed in the previous sections, can bring changes

not only to the objects of the social relations covered by law but also to the day-to-day operation

of legal systems. Such changes, in turn, raise new questions for the philosopher interested in

legal questions — or, at the very least, new angles for old questions —, at the same time that it

brings new tools that might be useful for philosophical practice. In that scenario, how should

legal philosophers deal with that change?

A first reaction could be mere indifference. After all, the main problems within legal philoso-

phy still continue relevant, even if they receive new trappings or, at most, new dimensions for

consideration. Even the potential advantages from AI-based approaches to legal philosophy are

not necessarily a game changer, as one can see from philosophy of science: despite decades of

work based on computational methods (THAGARD, 1993), most of the current production in that

field continues to happen within “traditional” philosophical approaches. So, a legal philosopher

that does not want to study questions directly related to artificial intelligence or that would

benefit from techniques such as simulation will still have a vast field open for inquiry.

If a philosopher’s interests fall within the class of problems that are somehow affected by the

growing use of artificial intelligence systems or are introduced by those technologies, they will

need to acquaint themselves with the technical and social aspects of those technologies. That
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approach can happen from a reductionist perspective — in which AI is approached with the

intent of translating the salient aspects of artificial intelligence in a given problem to the familiar

language of a legal philosophical tradition —, which would enable the philosopher to operate

within their familiar grounds. Another approach would be to emphasize the changes introducted

by AI systems, how those differences can show inadequacies in the legal and metalegal concepts,

and then propose conceptual alterations or innovations that adequately explain the impact of

artificial intelligence. In practice, most positions will fall somewhere between those two extremes,

identifying both continuities and transformations in the existing conceptual structures.

Either way, philosophers engaging such themes will need to approach the artificial intelligence

literature. Reading textbooks, such as Russell and Norvig (2010)’s general work on artificial

intelligence or Gilbert and Troitzsch (2005) on the simulation of social systems, can be useful

as an introduction to the available techniques and to the development of intelligent systems.

Furthermore, they can provide definitions of technical concepts that will be useful even for

those philosophers who do not want to concern themselves directly with the design and use of

computer simulations.

Yet, the impact of artificial intelligence in law cannot be understood solely from a compu-

tational point of view, as the questions relevant to legal philosophy usually appear from how

those technological systems impact social relations covered by law. Therefore, it will be useful

to engage authors from philosophy of technology — such as Chamayou (2015), who treats

autonomous military systems from a ethical and political framwork that was developed based on

remotely-operated drones — and the science, technology, and society studies. Among that litera-

ture, Hildebrandt and Rouvroy (2011) can be an useful introduction for legal philosophers, as it

collects essays concerned with the interfaces between the philosophy of law and the philosophy

of technology, placing technological artifacts within a social context.

4.1 Evaluating AI-based arguments

A well-known concept in computer science is Garbage in, garbage out: even a powerful

system development approach — in artificial intelligence, for example, variants of artificial

neural networks have been used in a wide class of problems that includes tasks as different as
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text recognition and speech synthesis — will fail to deliver the desired outcomes if it is built on

faulty premises or relies on inadequate input data. Concerns with the soundness of the outputs

of computational artifacts12 are relevant for all uses of artificial intelligence, but they present

additional concerns for philosophical uses such as the ones presented in Section 2, in which

scrutiny must be applied not only to the premises and data used in the AI system, but also to how

the system is used as an argumentative tool.

An artificial intelligence system may be used within a philosophical argument in many ways:

a simulation may provide the philosopher with cases for conceptual analysis, or an AI may

be used to evaluate logical inferences made from an initial premise set, among others. Those

applications usually require the construction of very complex computer systems, which are

therefore opaque to external observers or even to their users, either through deliberate secrecy

by system controllers, the technical illiteracy of observers, or properties that arise from model

selection and scale (BURRELL, 2016). The actual mix of those three factors may vary in each

case, but the ensuing opacity may prevent interested parties from understanding how an AI

system is used in an argument.

Faced with an inscrutable system, observers may have reactions within a spectrum that

ranges from outright rejection of any AI-based argument to automatic acceptance of the uses

of adequately designed artificial intelligence systems. As usually is the case when one places

things within a spectrum, neither extreme is a really adequate answer, but considering those

idealized approaches will be useful for sketching the proper place of AI within legal philosophical
12 Standard philosophical definitions of what an artifact is, as Preston (2018) points out, usually present three

conditions that should be met:

1. Artifacts must be intentionally produced;

2. The construction of artifacts involves the modification of materials; and

3. Artifacts must be constructed for a purpose.

The second item of this list is sometimes replaced by alternative definitions or interpreted in a more flexible
way, so as to allow the study of some abstract concepts as artifacts, an approach that has been adopted to describe
law itself (PRIEL, 2018).

Here, computer programs such as intelligence artificial systems occupy a peculiar position: while their
execution happens within physical machines — such as our smartphones or cloud computing systems — we are
usually more concerned with the relations established and actions performed through logical operations on data.
There is still a relative scarcity of philosophical treatments of computer systems qua objects of their own, among
which we highlight Hui (2016)’s extension of Simondon’s concept of a technical object to the digital sphere as a
promising approach for understanding how digital objects interact with one another and with elements external
to them.
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argument.

Rejecting the use of data derived from artificial intelligence systems would subject them to a

greater level of scrutiny than the one applied towards the application of contributions from fields

such as economy and psychology. When the use of an argument from another field is questioned

— as does Brennan (2014) in political philosophy as an answer to uses of the Hong-Page theorem

as a foundation for democratic theories —, philosophers usually defer to the specialists from

that field regarding methodological questions, and focus their questioning either on how the

argument under dispute is appropriated within the philosophical argument under attack or on

whether there are other-field arguments towards disregarding or constricting the effects of the

imported argument. A philosopher could very well consider that this standard is not strict enough

for accepting an argument based on artificial intelligence — proposing, for example, that only

arguments derived from fully explainable systems could be acceptable —, but that would come

at the price of disregarding eventual benefits that might come from the use of AI.

If legal philosophers decide to treat argumentative aids from artificial intelligence just like

arguments based on other disciplines, they will still need to evaluate whether the imported

content — for example, the results of a computational linguistics approach to constitutionalism

— is correctly used. Such an evaluation will need to consider not only whether the AI meets the

internal criteria of artificial intelligence design, which already consider the question of whether

the results of a model follow from their premises, but also the adequacy of the premises and

data themselves. Otherwise, as Wolff (2013) points out in his analyses of the game-theoretical

arguments used by John Rawls and Robert Nozick, formal methods might end up being little

more than forms of lending mathematical legitimity to an argument that might be invalid, for

example, because it implicitly adds to its premises what it intends to prove.

Critical engagement with artificial intelligence, however, requires means to face the many

forms of opacity that may ensue from those systems. A first step in that direction would be

transparency: if the code and the models used on an automated system are available to the

interested parties, those could, at least in principle, identify any unsound premises or design

issues with a given artificial intelligence systems. As an example, a computationally-minded

philosopher could share all the code and datasets used for their AI models through a GitHub

project, and then add to their published work a link to that project.
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By downloading that code and running it locally, anybody interested in how artificial intelli-

gence supports the arguments that depend on it could inspect the relevant model and run it as a

computer system. Direct interaction with an AI might allow a computationally-inclined philoso-

pher to get a better grip of both the logical operations used to build the artificial intelligence

model and of the sort of inference that can be supported by the model.

Yet, given the aforementioned complexity of artificial intelligence systems, it might not be

feasible to inspect the entire code — or even the entire set of logical premises — through direct

inspection, even for a technically proficient user. In that case, transparency would add little to our

understanding of artificial intelligence, and a skeptic would be in a strong position for rejecting

the uses of AI from Section 2 altogether.

The skeptical position, however, might be somewhat weakened when one considers that

the use of design techniques, such as Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) or the robust

simulation approach proposed by Muldoon (2007), can provide users with means to understand

the factors that lead an AI system to one result or another.13 To the extent that the discipline of

artificial intelligence manages to deliver ever-improving mechanisms for algorithmic accountabil-

ity, an AI-supported argument could be evaluated without the need for opening the computational

“black box”, but only by evaluating whether the system meets the standards established for its

premises. That, in turn, would allow the legal philosopher to evaluate the use of an AI system

through the same sort of external inspection that they deploy when using a thesis from economics

or another fielding, a possibility that should assuage the fears of the less radical AI skeptics.

5 Concluding remarks

The growing adoption of artificial intelligence systems in modern societies will affect how the

legal systems of those societies function, something that will bring new matters to the attention of

legal philosophers. Even if those new questions raised by AI can sometimes be described in terms

that are already familiar to one or another legal philosophical tradition, adequate approaches

to such topics — even if reductionist in nature — will require that legal philosophers engage
13 For a treatment of how one can test whether an opaque system complies to an outside policy — such as legal

requirements of fairness, see (KROLL et al., 2016).
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concepts from other fields, especially the discipline of artificial intelligence.

This change notwithstanding, there is no perspective of legal philosophy being reduced to a

subset of artificial intelligence or even of legal philosophers needing to internalize the knowledge

from those external fields. If artificial intelligence can lead to a paradigm shift in (some sectors

of) legal philosophy, that will happen less as a consequence of method changes — even if AI

can provide new tools for philosophical inquiry — than from the creation of a multidisciplinary

conversation, in which the legal philosopher will become familiar with the contributions from

other fields and then bring those contributions within the ongoing debates in legal philosophy.
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